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My code (sarcasm aside) # build the writer $fh = open( "test.txt", "a") or die("Unable to open the file"); $writer =
DBI->connect("DBI:mysql:$dbhost;mysql_secure_installation=0", "$user", "$password") or die("Database error: ".

DBI::errstr()); # NOTE do not use mysql_escape_string() on user input, unless you know it is going to be used literally $sql =
"UPDATE `table` SET `column` = '$val' WHERE `column` ='$old_value'"; $stmt = $writer->prepare($sql) or die("Unable to

prepare statement"); $stmt->execute() or die("Unable to execute query"); # truncate the existing file $fh->seek(0);
$fh->write($new_value); $fh->write(" "); # this should write the new value but fails $fh->close() or die("Error closing file"); #

restart the writer $writer->reset(); A: Change your SQL to, $sql = "UPDATE `table` SET `column` =?"; $stmt =
$writer->prepare($sql) or die("Unable to prepare statement"); $stmt->execute([$val]) or die("Unable to execute query"); Play:
The Jungle Book Harold is a free-spirited boy born in the Indian jungle. He lives with his family the Grizzled Partridges in the

Great Kharbar. Ramesh is the son of a rich man named Janraj, but he spends most of his time in the woods with his best friends.
Ramesh loves to make people happy by singing, dancing, and playing music. His father, on the other hand, doesn't like the way
Ramesh spends his time and is looking for a wife for him. After traveling through the jungle with his best friends, they find the
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